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SMALL 
DATA-CENTER ENERGY EFFICIENCY PLAN

 Cold Wall, Inc. is going sDEEP in 2019.  Following 
guidelines by the Department of Energy, we are 
deploying sensible solutions,  for small data center 
owners, operators, and managers.  
 
sDEEP (small Data Center Energy Efficiency Plan) 
include site assessment, environmental analysis, and 
recommendations to implement changes that save. 
 
According to the DOE,  implementation of measures 
outlined is valuable.  Reported range of savings is 
20%-40%.   
 

The Small Data Center: 
 
under 5,000 square feet of 
computer floor 
space. 
 
Collectively Small Data 
Centers consume about 40 
billion kWh per year 
 
 The topic of energy 
efficiency is often 
overlooked within these 
spaces.   
 
As a result, energy 
performance for small data 
centers are below average. 
 
Going DEEP will provide 
owners and operators of 
small data centers solutions 
and resources to identify 
and implement energy- 
saving opportunities. 
 
 
 
 
 



SENSIBLE SOLUTIONS

An estimated 20-30% of servers in data centers are 
consuming power, cooling, and space, but not doing any 
useful work(Koomey, 2017). An idle server consumes 
roughly 50% of the power as at full load, but about 75% of 
the power of a server 
operating at an average load of 25% utilization (Clinger, 
2017) 
 
sDEEP includes regularly checking for updated hardware 
and running applications on each server to identify 
opportunities.  Just make sure to move any remaining 
data or workloads to other servers before shutting 
down.   
 

Save by utilizing sDEEP 
strategies to enhance Power 
Management. 

 
   Simple Solutions include

 turning off power  
switching equipment to low- 
power modes when not in use. 
Check for power management 
options that come with your 
server models and ensure that 
power management is 
enabled.
In some cases it may require 
built-in or add-in cards that 
enable servers to be powered 
on or off remotely. 

Turn off Unused Servers

Enhance Server Power Management



TEMPERATURE 
MANAGEMENT sDEEP utilizes ASHRAE 

temperature setpoints to allow a 
broader operating range.  
 
Most Computer-Room Air 
Conditioners (CRACs) and 
Computer-Room Air Handlers 
(CRAHs) control their 
temperatures based on return air 
these CRAC/H setpoints will be 
much higher than the IT inlet 
temperature. 
 
sDEEP delivers airflow 
management to optimize 
temperature set points.      

Airflow management is conceptually 
simple and can be relatively easy to 
implement. The main challenge is 
ensuring that cool air from the data 
center’s cooling equipment gets to 
the air inlet of the IT gear, without 
getting mixed with the hot 
air exhausted from the back while 
ensuring that hot air going back to 
the cooling equipment does not mix 
with the cold air.  sDEEP utilizes 
airflow management techniques to 
realize savings.      

Air Flow Management

Increase Temerature
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MORE 
SOLUTIONS

 
Redundancy is a strong driver of 
energy.    
 
Risk-averse IT managers often 
over design redundancy into their 
systems, when in fact many IT 
applications can be shut down if 
there is a power disturbance and 
restarted without adverse effects. 
sDEEP implements power backup 
analysis to eliminate unnecessary 
costs of over-sized redundancy!  
 
Power supplies or Uninterruptible 
Power Supply (UPS) equipment is 
utilized to increase energy 
efficiency during power 
conversion. 
 
 
 
 

Significant energy savings can result 
from reducing humidification.   
 
Active dehumidification Active 
humidity control is seldom required 
and large energy and water savings 
are possible by limiting or 
eliminating such control. 
 
Significant energy savings can result 
from reducing humidification and 
from the over-cooling and reheat 
typically involved in 
active dehumidification 

Turn off Active Humidity 
Control 

Minimize UPS Requirements


